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Abstract
One possible mechanism to explain the observed variability of the short-
lived 146Sm→142Nd and 182Hf→182W systems recorded in some early Earth
rocks is crystal-liquid fractionation and overturn in an early magma ocean.
This process could also potentially explain the deviation between the 142Nd
isotopic composition of the accessible Earth and the chondritic average. To
examine these effects, the magma ocean solidification code of Elkins-Tanton
(2008) and a modified Monte Carlo algorithm, designed to randomly choose
physically reasonable trace element partition coefficients in crystallizing man-
tle phases, are used to model the isotopic evolution of early Earth reser-
voirs. This model, also constrained by the 143Nd composition of the acces-
sible Earth, explores the effects of changing the amount of interstitial liquid
trapped in cumulates, the half-life of 146Sm, the magnitude of late accre-
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tion, and the simplified model of post-overturn reservoir mixing. Regardless
of the parameters used, our results indicate the generation of early mantle
reservoirs with isotopic characteristics consistent with observed anomalies is
a likely outcome of magma ocean crystallization and overturn of shallow,
enriched, and dense (i.e., gravitationally unstable) cumulates. The high-iron
composition and density of a hypothesized, early-formed enriched mantle
reservoir is compatible with seismic observations indicating large, low-shear
velocity provinces (LLSVPs) (e.g., Trampert et al., 2004) present in the man-
tle today. Later melts of an enriched reservoir are likely to have remained
isolated deep within the mantle (e.g., Thomas et al., 2012), consistent with
the possibility that the presently observed LLSVPs could be partially or fully
composed of remnants of an early enriched reservoir.
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1. Introduction and Motivation1
1.1. The record of 142Nd and 182W variability2
High precision isotopic measurements of extinct radionuclides have shed3
light on the formation and evolution of the early Earth (Caro et al., 2003;4
Boyet and Carlson, 2005; Willbold et al., 2011). For example, 146Sm→142Nd5
(half-life=103 Myr or 68 Myr) and 182Hf→182W (half-life=8.9 Myr) isotopic6
systematics are ideal for studying early magmatic processes because the par-7
ent isotopes became essentially extinct within 500 Myr and 60 Myr, respec-8
tively, of Solar System formation. The two systems are also complementary9
in that they behave differently from the standpoint of geochemical fractiona-10
tion of parent and daughter elements: Hf, Sm, and Nd are strongly lithophile11
trace elements, while W is moderately siderophile. Hence, the study of the12
combined systems can potentially be used to distinguish between various,13
large-scale, early Earth processes.14
Rocks from the lithologically diverse ∼3.8 Ga Isua Greenstone Belt (Caro15
et al., 2003; Willbold et al., 2011) and the ∼3.8 Ga or ∼4.4 Ga Nuvvuagittuq16
Greenstone Belt (O’Neil et al., 2008, 2012; Touboul et al., 2014) have resolv-17
able excesses of 10-20 ppm in both 182W and 142Nd; the Nuvvuagittuq suite18
also preserves 142Nd depletions. Isotopic anomalies for these systems are re-19
ported as µ values, which are the deviations from the terrestrial standard20
in parts per million (ppm). The ∼2.8 Ga komatiites from the Kostomuksha21
Greenstone Belt also have well resolvable excess µ182W values of ∼14 ppm22
(Touboul et al., 2012) but a modern µ142Nd value of 0 (Boyet and Carlson,23
2006). By contrast, the ∼3.5 Ga Komati komatiites from the Barberton24
Greenstone Belt are characterized by a modern µ142Nd value of 0 and also a25
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µ182W that is unresolved from modern 182W (Touboul et al., 2012; Puchtel26
et al., 2013), which indicates that these isotopic anomalies were not uni-27
formly distributed during early Earth history. Collectively, studies of 142Nd28
in other early Earth rocks have shown a general, non-linear age trend (Figure29
1) of both positive and negative anomalies decreasing towards the present,30
which largely disappear by ∼2.7 Ga (e.g., Rizo et al., 2013). So far only the31
Isua Greenstone Belt samples appear to record variations in both 142Nd and32
182W (Caro et al., 2003; Willbold et al., 2011), but open-system behavior33
(i.e., W mobility), mixing, or fractionation after 182Hf was no longer extant34
but before 146Sm became extinct, could have led to a decoupling of the two35
isotopic systems of the early Earth rocks or their mantle sources (Touboul36
et al., 2014).37
Boyet and Carlson (2005) reported that modern terrestrial rocks have38
∼20 ppm higher µ142Nd values than the chondritic average. There are at39
least three possible explanations for this difference: (1) the Earth formed40
from primitive materials enriched in Sm, relative to Nd, compared to the41
chondritic average; (2) the Earth was constructed largely from materials42
enriched in s- and/or p-process isotopes (Carlson et al., 2007; Gannoun et al.,43
2011); (3) a low Sm/Nd reservoir with negative µ142Nd formed early in the44
Earth or in precursor materials and was isolated (Boyet and Carlson, 2005;45
Labrosse et al., 2007) or collisionally eroded away (Caro et al., 2006; O’Neill46
and Palme, 2008).47
Options (1) and (2) may be unlikely because those primitive materials48
are rare. Additionally, nucleosynthetic heterogeneity may not be sufficient49
to account for the offset (i.e., Carlson et al., 2007; Caro, 2011; Gannoun et al.,50
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2011; Qin et al., 2011). Consequently, here we quantitatively explore whether51
option (3) is a viable process in light of the observed µ142Nd and µ182W52
variations in observed in early Earth rocks, but consider the consequences of53
(1) and (2).54
1.2. Processes that control µ142Nd and µ182W after the Earth accreted55
Variations in µ142Nd can only be produced by crystal-liquid fractionation56
in the silicate Earth within the lifetime of 146Sm; (1) and (2) from above can-57
not lead to variations in 142Nd after accretion. However, additional processes58
must be considered as possible causes for 182W variations in the mantle, such59
as:60
1. Addition of late accreted materials with bulk chondritic compositions61
(µ182W ∼ -200) to the mantle.62
2. Addition of a core component (µ182W ∼ -220) to the mantle.63
3. Merging of a differentiated impactor’s mantle with Earth’s mantle.64
4. Metal-silicate equilibration, while 182Hf was extant, resulting in variable65
modification of Hf/W in the mantle during core-segregation.66
5. Crystal - liquid fractionation in the silicate Earth occurring while 182Hf67
was extant by either:68
(a) Partial melting of the mantle;69
(b) Magma ocean differentiation.70
Late accretion and core-mantle interactions (processes 1 and 2) would71
cause the µ182W value of normal mantle to decrease. A core-merging giant72
impact (process 3) could also potentially cause the µ182W of the mantle to73
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increase, but such a high-energy impact would also likely result in a new par-74
tial or full magma ocean (Rubie et al., 2011), which would then homogenize75
the initial, now potentially higher, Hf/W composition of the liquid mantle.76
Process 4, metal-silicate equilibration at high temperatures and pressures,77
was proposed by Touboul et al. (2012) as a means of establishing a high78
Hf/W reservoir in the lower mantle that would evolve to a higher µ182W79
than overlying mantle. This reservoir could contribute W with high µ182W80
to a plume rising from the deep mantle. However, none of these processes (1,81
2, 3 or 4) influence Sm/Nd or 142Nd. Thus, only process 5 has the potential82
to explain the variability in both systems as a result of a single process.83
Early partial melting (process 5a) can potentially account for local iso-84
topic anomalies (e.g., Touboul et al., 2012), but it cannot likely account for85
the global 142Nd chondritic offset unless an early formed proto-crust was86
subducted and preserved (e.g., Chase and Patchett, 1988; Tolstikhin and87
Hofmann, 2005). However, if it is possible to isolate a proto-crust, then it88
may also be possible that a dense, enriched magma ocean residue was iso-89
lated. Therefore, in this paper we explore a scenario in which it is possible to90
explain both the offset in 142Nd from the chondritic average and early Earth91
isotopic variability with process 5b. As will be shown by our modeling, the92
crystallization of a terrestrial magma ocean, followed by overturn (process93
5b) can produce the observed isotopic variability of both 142Nd and 182W,94
as well as account for the apparent 142Nd offset from the chondritic average.95
Our model also explores both the effects of the putative Moon-forming gi-96
ant impact onto the Earth, after 182Hf was no longer extant (Touboul et al.,97
2007), and modest late accretion (∼0.3-0.8 wt% of Earth’s mass) following98
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the giant impact.99
Our holistic approach towards dealing with the two short-lived systems100
does not preclude the other processes from also occurring, potentially ob-101
scuring any early record of process 5b. For example, process 4 could explain102
the variations in µ182W, but it may be difficult to distinguish this process103
from process 5. Process 3 could result in the increase of Hf/W in a partial104
or full magma ocean, compared to the previous mantle. If this event oc-105
curred while 182Hf was still extant, subsequent crystallization (process 5b)106
could create 182W variability. If this event instead occurred after 182Hf was107
no longer extant, crystallization could result in variable µ142Nd but uniform,108
excess µ182W. Furthermore, if (1) or (2) is the cause of the terrestrial 142Nd109
chondritic average offset, process 5b could still explain early Earth variabil-110
ity. Thus, the preserved short-lived isotopic record in early Earth rocks and111
early Solar System materials was most likely generated by a combination of112
the mechanisms discussed above.113
1.3. Considerations of the 147Sm-143Nd system114
The 147Sm-143Nd (half-life=106 Gyr) serves as an important complement115
to the short-lived 146Sm-142Nd system when considering early Earth evolu-116
tion. The best estimate of the 143Nd (where 143Nd is the deviation in the117
143Nd
144Nd
ratio from that of the chondritic average in parts per 10,000) com-118
position of the accessible depleted mantle today derives from the relatively119
narrow composition of the MORB source region: 10±2 (e.g., Bennett, 2003).120
Thus, any realistic depleted reservoir that could explain µ142Nd observations121
must retain those characteristics, plus the additional depletion caused by122
the extraction of the continental crust. While long-term complex magmatic123
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differentiation precludes matching specific 143Nd compositions of early Earth124
rocks in our model, we require successful model simulations to lie within the125
known parameters of Earth’s Nd composition.126
Other long-lived systems (e.g., Os, Pb, Xe) might also be considered with127
respect to large-scale early Earth evolutionary processes, but are beyond128
the scope of this study. For example, the long-lived 176Hf system behaves129
similarly to that of the 143Nd system in low pressure environments, but may130
behave quite differently, due to perovskite fractionation in a magma ocean131
(e.g., Kato et al., 1988; Walter and Tronnes, 2004; Jackson et al., 2014).132
2. Methods133
2.1. Modeling early mantle differentiation (Process 5b) constrained by 142Nd,134
143Nd, and 182W135
Invoking a Hadean magma ocean to account for the ∼20 ppm offset in136
µ142Nd between the bulk silicate Earth and the chondritic average requires137
that a minimum of two reservoirs form: a small early enriched reservoir (EER,138
using the terminology of Carlson and Boyet (2008)), characterized by high139
concentrations of incompatible elements and sub-chondritic Sm/Nd, and a140
large complementary early depleted reservoir (EDR, using the terminology141
of Boyet and Carlson (2006) and Carlson and Boyet (2008)), characterized142
by comparatively low concentrations of incompatible elements, and slightly143
supra-chondritic Sm/Nd. As a result of the greater incompatibility of W,144
compared to Hf, in most silicate igneous systems, the EER would most likely145
also be characterized by sub-chondritic Hf/W, and the EDR would be char-146
acterized by supra-chondritic Hf/W. With time the EER would evolve to147
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negative µ142Nd, 143Nd, and µ182W values, while the EDR would evolve to148
zero or positive µ142Nd, 143Nd, and µ182W values.149
While formation of unmixed EERs and EDRs can explain the µ142Nd150
difference between the chondritic average and the accessible Earth and could151
account for a major portion of the 143Nd enrichment observed in the convect-152
ing mantle today, this process alone fails to account for the observed early153
Earth isotopic variability in 142Nd and 182W; subsequent igneous processes154
would be required (i.e., process 5a). However, if there was partial mixing155
of the newly formed EER back into the EDR, the EDR would evolve in156
isotopic composition proportional to the mixing rate, and thus, could poten-157
tially also produce the early Earth isotopic variability (Carlson and Boyet,158
2008; Willbold et al., 2011; Touboul et al., 2012).159
Partial-mixing of the EER back into the depleted reservoir would likely160
have occurred gradually (Blichert-Toft and Puchtel, 2010; Rizo et al., 2012),161
and so the mantle at any given time would have contained regions with more162
or less of the enriched component. Therefore, in this model the primary163
mantle source region of the Isua, Kostomuskha, and Nuvvuagittuq rocks164
is either pure or relatively unmixed initial EDR. The Komati komatiites,165
sans isotopic anomalies, would then be derived from a region of the mantle166
that had been more efficiently mixed with the EER. If (1) or (2) is shown167
to be the cause of the 142Nd chondritic average offset, then full mixing of168
the EDR and EER by the time µ142Nd isotopic heterogeneities disappeared169
(presently 2.7 Ga, Figure 1) could explain the variability. Thus, there are170
three types of post-overturn mixing models (mixing-absent, partial-mixing,171
and full-mixing) which can explain the 142Nd chondritic average offset and/or172
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short-lived isotopic variability. Such processes would also have led to isotopic173
heterogeneities in the 143Nd isotopic composition of the mantle. However,174
imprecision in our knowledge of the evolution of 143Nd in the mantle dur-175
ing early Earth history means this system can contribute only minimally to176
constraining the nature of these possible processes.177
To accurately model this process, crystallization sequences and mineral-178
melt partition coefficients for Sm, Nd, Hf, and W must be known. However,179
partition coefficients are mostly unconstrained for mantle phases crystallizing180
from an early terrestrial magma ocean. In addition to the limited availability181
of appropriate partition coefficients, f O2 and pressure can strongly affect par-182
tition coefficients, yet these intensive parameters for a global magma ocean183
are also poorly constrained. Therefore, because of the paucity of relevant184
partitioning data, and the complexity of the system, a modified Monte Carlo185
technique is used to vary Hf, W, Sm, Nd partition coefficients in a crystalliz-186
ing magma ocean to model the trace element evolution of potential reservoirs187
formed in the early Earth. Utilizing a single invariant partition coefficient is188
a simplifying assumption supported by the fact that Sm/Nd and Hf/W ra-189
tios are more insensitive to external conditions than the individual partition190
coefficients, and elemental ratios are most critical to isotopic variability.191
2.2. The magma ocean model192
2.2.1. Terrestrial magma ocean solidification193
In our model, the young Earth is assumed to have been partially to wholly194
molten, due to the combined heat released from accretion, core formation,195
and decay of radiogenic isotopes (Solomatov, 2000, 2007). To simplify model-196
ing, a single magma ocean event is assumed, even though this is unlikely. The197
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implications of serial full or partial magma oceans are discussed in Section198
4.3.199
The resulting magma ocean solidification proceeds in two stages. In the200
first stage, as the magma ocean cools, crystals initially form near the core201
(Solomatov, 2000, 2007; Elkins-Tanton, 2008). Fractional crystallization con-202
tinues, which leads to continual enrichment of the magma ocean liquid in203
dense iron and other dense incompatible elements, producing a mantle that204
evolves to increasing Fe concentration and density towards the surface (Hess205
and Parmentier, 1995). In the second stage of magma ocean solidification,206
this gravitationally unstable solid mantle overturns and reorganizes so that207
the mantle density decreases towards the surface, resulting in dense, late208
stage magma ocean cumulates residing near the core-mantle boundary (Solo-209
matov, 2000; Elkins-Tanton et al., 2003, 2005a,b; Elkins-Tanton, 2008). This210
mechanism that brings dense, enriched cumulates to the base of the man-211
tle can potentially account for the seismologically observable large low-shear212
velocity provinces (LLSVPs) (Trampert et al., 2004), regardless of how cu-213
mulate reservoirs may have mixed after the magma ocean solidified.214
While there is increasing evidence that terrestrial magma ocean solidi-215
fication may not have proceeded from the bottom (Stixrude et al., 2009),216
assuming simple fractional solidification does not substantively change the217
results of our model. Even if fractionation proceeded in two regions simulta-218
neously, the densest final cumulates (the EER) from the upper magma ocean219
would sink through the intervening mantle and join the last fractionates of220
the lower magma ocean (Elkins-Tanton, 2008). Similarly, a partial-mantle221
magma ocean or even serial magma oceans would likely still result in a grav-222
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itationally stable mantle with the final, most dense cumulates (the EER)223
sinking towards the core-mantle boundary (Elkins-Tanton, 2012).224
Crystallization of a global magma ocean is modeled using code for Earth225
from Elkins-Tanton (2008). The code requires a priori knowledge of the226
equilibrium mineral phases and proportions; the assumed phases used in this227
paper are given in Figure 2. The magma ocean code either retains 1% or228
5% interstitial liquid in cumulates; these percentages are arbitrary and were229
chosen to assess how the results are influenced by varying this parameter.230
The bulk composition (Table 1) of the mantle used for the model described231
here is the Hart and Zindler (1986) Earth composition for major oxides.232
Compositions for the trace elements Sm, Nd and Hf are from McDonough233
and Sun (1995) and W is from Arevalo and McDonough (2008).234
2.2.2. Partition Coefficients235
Given that relevant partition coefficients of Sm, Nd, Hf, and W in deep236
mantle mineral phases are not well constrained, this study explores their237
likely range by using a modified Monte Carlo approach to consider possible238
combinations of coefficients in the magma ocean code. Using the Geochemical239
Earth Reference Model database (http://earthref.org/KDD/), a database240
was created of all measured, calculated or experimentally determined parti-241
tion coefficient pairs of Sm-Nd and Hf-W in compositional systems appropri-242
ate for a terrestrial magma ocean (Table 2).243
The published range in partition coefficients for a given trace element in244
a mineral is very large, typically on the order of 2-4 orders of magnitude, de-245
pending on conditions such as temperature, pressure and composition of the246
system. By contrast, the partition coefficient ratios for two trace elements in247
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a mineral are predictive and typically vary by no more than one order of mag-248
nitude or less. Using this useful constraint, a modified Monte Carlo method249
was developed to avoid exploring the full, unrealistic, parameter space for250
individual elements, because it is both presently intractable and would not251
predict a physically reasonable set of successful partition coefficients. For ex-252
ample, the same model was run with an unmodified Monte Carlo approach253
(constrained only by individual partition coefficients) and out of 20,000 sim-254
ulations, only 5 conformed to reasonable partition coefficient ratios (Table 2)255
among orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and garnet, and only one produced a256
“successful” result (defined in Table 3). This is a misleading conclusion (i.e.,257
it is misleading that only 1 out of 20,000 (0.005%) simulations can explain258
observed isotopic compositions) because only 5 out of the 20,000 simulations259
were physically reasonable. The more appropriate conclusion would be that260
1 out of 5 (20%) simulations could explain observed isotopic compositions.261
Thus, this algorithm relies on knowing the range of viable melt-mineral262
partition coefficients for each element-element-mineral pair, from which the263
range of reasonable ratios of these partition coefficients within a mineral can264
be calculated. We assume, but cannot verify, that the data we use from the265
literature reasonably approximate the true natural values, if they could be266
known.267
For each iteration a partition coefficient (PC1) from the database, for268
a given element in a given mineral, is randomly chosen as a reference. The269
difference (d) is calculated by subtracting the chosen partition coefficient and270
the next closest partition coefficient. If there are 5 or fewer paired entries271
for a mineral in the database, the difference (d) between the two partition272
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coefficients is doubled to account for the likely too narrowly defined range273
of possible values. Then a partition coefficient for the model simulation274
is randomly chosen within the space PC1±d. The same process is done275
to choose a partition coefficient ratio (PC1/PC2), which allows calculation276
of the remaining partition coefficient value (PC2) to be used, as long as277
it is within its respective PC2±d space, in the crystallization code. This278
method allows us to fill in and also expand the parameter space slightly,279
while conforming to the known range of coefficients.280
If there are one or no Sm-Nd or Hf-W partition coefficient pairs known for281
a given mineral, then a different approach to estimating reasonable ranges282
is needed (Table 2 denotes these as “guesses”). Few partition coefficients283
exist for W, so estimates for that system are guided by the fact that in284
the silicate Earth W behaves similarly to U (Righter and Shearer, 2003;285
Arevalo and McDonough, 2008, and references therein). Additionally, for286
many minerals the Hf/W partition coefficient ratio is always greater than287
1 (e.g., Touboul et al., 2012); however, U can be more compatible than Hf288
in calcium perovskite, and thus, we allow the Hf/W ratio to be less than 1.289
For the crystallization code, reasonable maximum PC1 (e.g., Hf) and PC2290
(e.g., W) partition coefficients and minimum and maximum PC1/PC2 (e.g.,291
Hf/W) partition coefficient ratios are estimated. Then random numbers are292
generated between 0 and the PC1 or PC2 maximum partition coefficient, and293
between the minimum and maximum PC1/PC2 partition coefficient ratios.294
Table 2 reports the bounds of the database and the estimates used in the295
algorithm. The full database and the algorithm can be made available upon296
request.297
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2.3. Converting Monte Carlo magma ocean simulations to potential early298
Earth reservoirs299
After completion of the Monte Carlo simulations, the next step is to define300
the mixing-absent and partial-mixing reservoirs (Section 2.3.1), isotopically301
evolve them (Section 2.3.2), and determine if they are successful (Table 3).302
We do not explicitly calculate the full-mixing scenario (Section 2.1) because303
it is computationally prohibitive to model different Sm and Nd initial con-304
centrations, but we can extrapolate the results of the mixing-absent and305
partial-mixing scenarios to this case.306
2.3.1. Defining the EER and the EDR307
For each simulation, the magma ocean code calculates the concentration308
of Hf, W, Nd, and Sm in cumulates and in residual liquid before and after309
overturn, as a function of radius within the Earth. Since only the trace310
element concentrations change between simulations, the density profile and311
subsequent overturn stratigraphy of mineral phases are not changed between312
the Monte Carlo simulations.313
The magma ocean code predicts a finely layered and highly heterogeneous314
cumulate mantle immediately following solidification. To model the EER, we315
mix a varying thickness of the lower mantle into a homogeneous composition,316
as shown as R1-5 and O1-5 in Figure 2. Using these possible EERs and EDRs317
(the remaining cumulate mantle), we are able to test whether they explain318
both the global deviations from the chondritic µ142Nd average, and excess319
µ142Nd and µ182W in early Earth rocks (illustrated in (Figure 2)). Regard-320
less of mixing, any EER that could potentially explain the isotopic anomalies321
must have lower Hf/W and Sm/Nd ratios, but be more concentrated in in-322
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)EER, HfEDR < HfEER and WEDR < WEER.324
Thus, to immediately remove obvious failures, the Hf/W and the Sm/Nd325
ratios of each possible EDR and EER pair for each simulation (shown as R1-326
5 and O1-5 in Figure 2) are calculated for both the mixing-absent and the327
partial-mixing models. In the mixing-absent model, the EER is defined as328
the lowermost 2 vol% of the mantle, consistent with seismic observations of329
the LLSVPs (Williams and Garnero, 1996; Garnero, 2000; Berryman, 2000;330
Burke et al., 2008; Garnero and McNamara, 2008; Hernlund and Houser,331
2008, and references therein). In the partial-mixing model, the EDR-EER332
transition is then defined as either the maximum or the minimum EER thick-333
ness that has smaller Hf/W and Sm/Nd ratios, but is more concentrated in334
Sm, Nd, Hf, and W than the EDR. If for a particular simulation there is no335
thickness that allows the EER to have lower elemental ratios than the EDR,336
or if there is a larger concentration of incompatible elements in the EDR,337
then that simulation is considered a failure.338
2.3.2. Decay to present day measurable rocks339
The ratios of Hf/W and Sm/Nd of the possible EDRs and EERs are340
used, along with known initial Solar System isotopic ratios, to calculate the341
radioactive decay of reservoirs to their present day values for comparison342
with the anomalous early Earth rocks. Initial Solar System isotopic ratios343
are given in Supplementary Table 2. To compute the isotopic evolution,344
142Nd/144Nd and 182W/184W (assuming chondritic Hf/W and Sm/Nd) ratios345
are first mathematically evolved from the time of accretion until the time of346
an unknown core-formation / mantle differentiation event. The uncertainty347
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in the timing of core-formation and mantle differentiation, which were likely348
not simultaneous and also progressive rather than occurring during a single349
event, influences the eventual W and Nd isotopic composition of the entire350
mantle. For ease of computation, post mantle-differentiation reservoir evo-351
lution was calculated every 1 Myr between 1-100 Myr after Solar System352
formation (∼4.567 Ga (Amelin et al., 2010)). Then the decay of the EDR353
and EER was calculated from the mantle-differentiation event to the present354
using the Hf/W and Sm/Nd compositions from the magma ocean code. A de-355
lay between core-formation and mantle differentiation would result in greater356
182W anomalies (Moynier et al., 2010).357
For the partial-mixing model, the EDR post-mixing (hereafter called the358
Depleted Accessible Earth, after the terminology in the supplementary in-359
formation of Willbold et al. (2011)) µ182W or µ142Nd is calculated by:360
µ182W or µ142Nd =
CDµD(1− X) + CEµEX
CD(1− X) + CEX , (1)
where X is the percent of the EER reservoir mixed into the EDR, CE is361
the wt% of W or Nd in the EER, µE is the isotopic composition µ
182W362
or µ142Nd of the EER, CD is the wt% of W or Nd in the EDR, and µD363
is the isotopic composition µ182W or µ142Nd of the EDR. Constraints for364
isotopically successful simulations are given in Table 3.365
3. Model Results366
The statistics of the simulation results are given in Table 4 and illustrated367
in Figure 3. Successful individual and ratio partition coefficients are given in368
Table 5, and the compositions of the late stage liquids are given in Table 1.369
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3.1. Major elements370
Previous studies have considered early Earth differentiation and its ef-371
fect on chondritic major element ratios (e.g., Kato et al., 1988; Walter and372
Tronnes, 2004; Walter et al., 2004). One product of the model presented here373
is the major element composition of the Depleted Accessible Earth. The vol-374
ume of the LLSVP is so small that the major element bulk composition of375
the Depleted Accessible Earth changes by a maximum of +0.2wt% for SiO2,376
+0.1wt% for Al2O3, -0.7wt% for FeO, +0.5wt% for MgO, and 0.0 wt% for377
CaO, and so is effectively unresolvable from the bulk silicate Earth starting378
composition. The CaO/Al2O3 in the Depleted Accessible Mantle predicted379
by the model is lower than needed to explain the Earth’s apparent super-380
chondritic CaO/Al2O3, but the model does not include changes in Ca and Al381
content of pyroxenes, majorite, and perovskite that might change the model382
trend, and so we conclude that our model is not sufficiently tuned to Ca and383
Al to answer this question.384
3.2. µ182W385
Simulations are first judged on whether they produce, based on volume386
and density considerations, a deep, overturned EER and shallower EDR (Sec-387
tion 2.3.1). Simulations that do not produce that mantle geometry are dis-388
carded. Among all the model variants, 54-83% of simulations fail in this way.389
Simulations are more likely to produce the correct EDR-EER configuration390
if they contain more interstitial liquid and / or have an isolated EER that391
never mixes. Of the remaining simulations, 100% of the late accretion and392
late giant impact and 34-68% of no late accretion model variants can, at393
least once during the calculated time of differentiation, produce the observed394
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isotopic anomalies. Among all the model variants, the 5% interstitial liquid,395
late accretion model has the maximum percentage of successful isotopic sim-396
ulations. Combined, model variants are isotopically successful between 24-68397
Myr with peaks between 31-47 Myr (Figure 3B). Successful EDRs range in398
µ182W from -5 to +1723 ppm and successful EERs range in µ182W from -178399
to +233 ppm.400
The window in time that produces successful simulations is sensitive to401
both the initial concentration of W in the bulk magma ocean, the amount of402
interstitial liquid retained in cumulates, and the extent of mixing of the EER403
into the EDR. The reason why no simulations are successful prior to 24 Myr is404
because isotopic anomalies are generally too large in magnitude to ever evolve405
to the modern day isotopic composition; thus, if there is more W initially406
in the silicate Earth, the magnitude of anomalies are damped, shifting the407
window earlier in time. When more liquid is trapped, late stage liquids are408
less enriched and less fractionated, and do not evolve isotopic excesses for409
as long (∼14 Myr), facilitating a high Hf/W EDR and lower µ182W EDR.410
Regardless, the Depleted Accessible Earth can be obtained using the known411
range of partition coefficients, and is not sensitive to which layers may have412
comprised the EER.413
The range of partition coefficients in successful simulations is the same414
as the range of partition coefficients from the literature (Table 2). The most415
striking result is that the Hf partition coefficient in Mg-perovskite needs416
to be < 2 (Supplementary Figure 5). This is because Hf is otherwise too417
compatible, resulting in HfEDR > HfEER.418
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3.3. µ142Nd419
Among all the model variants, 9-32% of simulations fail to produce a420
deep overturned EER and shallow EDR, and are thus discarded. Here again421
simulations are more often successful with more interstitial liquid and/or422
an isolated EER that never mixes; 0.8 - 20% of simulations are isotopically423
successful. Simulations are successful between 1 and >100 Myr with peaks424
between 1 and 40 Myr (Figure 3A). Isotopic successes are more successful425
with higher amounts of retained interstitial liquid and an unmixed EER.426
However, between the minimum and maximum mixing models, the maximum427
mixing model is significantly more successful and suggests the Sm-Nd system428
is more sensitive to this than the Hf-W system.429
Successful EDRs range in µ142Nd from -5 to +122 ppm, and successful430
EERs range in µ142Nd from -210 to +2 ppm. The 143Nd composition of the431
Depleted Accessible Earth ranges between 5 and 12, which suggests that to432
have isolated a reservoir to the present day requires a nonchondritic Sm/Nd433
ratio of the Depleted Accessible Earth. Successful simulations extend roughly434
10 Myr or more later (Figure 3) when the longer half-life of 146Sm, 103 Myr,435
(Kinoshita et al., 2012) is used. Partition coefficients used in isotopically436
successful simulations generally fall within the range given by the database437
(Supplementary Figure 4).438
4. Discussion439
The results of this study suggest that solidification of the Earth from440
a magma ocean inevitably produces a heterogeneous mantle, which can be441
simplified as depleted and enriched reservoirs. No mixing is required between442
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the depleted and enriched reservoirs to explain the deviation from the chon-443
dritic 142Nd average; however, to explain the isotopic variability observed in444
early Earth rocks, partial-mixing of the EER back into the EDR is required.445
While we did not numerically investigate the scenario in which the offset from446
chondritic 142Nd was entirely a product of nucleosynthetic heterogeneity, our447
results suggest that in that case, early Earth short-lived isotopic variabil-448
ity could have been generated during the eventual complete mixing of the449
EER back into the EDR (i.e., a fully-mixed model instead of an unmixed or450
partially-mixed model).451
Successful simulations correlate with greater amounts of interstitial liquid452
trapped in cumulates and, if configured appropriately, thicker initial EERs.453
Using the longer half-life of 146Sm (103 Myr) causes the distribution of suc-454
cessful simulations in the Sm-Nd system to shift later in time by 10 Myr or455
more. Both isotopic systems are generally insensitive to the type of mixing456
model assumed, even in the case of a giant impact followed by late accre-457
tion, however maximum mixing and no mixing are preferred. Successful458
simulations suggest mantle differentiation could have occurred between the459
minimum range of 24-68 Myr after Solar System formation. This window460
shifts to earlier times if more W is assumed for the bulk silicate Earth com-461
position. Indeed, if a partial-mixing model is likely, then the concentration of462
incompatible elements in the silicate mantle would be underestimated (i.e.,463
the concentration used here and in Willbold et al. (2011), taken from Arevalo464
and McDonough (2008), would be too low).465
Below, application of the model to a more realistic, complex early Earth466
history is addressed by discussing inefficient overturn, the likelihood of mixing467
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and stability of enriched reservoirs, and the effects of giant impacts and468
multiple magma oceans.469
4.1. Inefficient overturn470
Numerical modeling of lunar, mercurian, and martian mantle overturn471
(Elkins-Tanton et al., 2002; Brown and Elkins-Tanton, 2012; Scheinberg472
et al., 2014) suggests that overturn will not be 100% efficient because the473
coldest, most viscous material near the surface might form a stiff crust re-474
sistant to foundering. On Earth, the higher gravity, abundance of water,475
and differences in mineralogy may encourage foundering and eliminate any476
remnant first crust. If inefficient overturn is viable on Earth, however, ma-477
terial at the core-mantle boundary and at the surface may both become478
re-entrained by mantle convection. This mechanism may prove vital to ex-479
plaining how early Earth rocks sampled the enriched reservoir; however, a480
separate differentiation event within the lifetime of 146Sm could also explain481
the enriched µ142Nd compositions (Rizo et al., 2012, 2013). The results of482
our mixing model are indistinguishable from this more complex model of483
inefficient overturn.484
4.2. Stability of the EER485
We have only one constraint on the timescale of mixing: the youngest date486
of 142Nd or 182W variable rocks. Currently, that is 2.7 Ga (Figure 1); future487
work may push this date to later times. This indicates that mixing of a het-488
erogeneous post-overturned, crystallized magma ocean should take at least489
1.8 Ga, but after this minimum duration very little enriched material (less490
than 10-20% (Andreasen et al., 2008)) can be allowed to be entrained into491
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the Depleted Accessible Earth. Various studies have attempted to quantify492
how long heterogeneities can persist, which depends on numerous variables493
including the density / composition, viscosity, temperature, heat flux, and494
thickness of a hidden reservoir (e.g., Davies, 1984; Sleep, 1988; Manga, 1996;495
Farnetani, 1997; Becker et al., 1999; Davaille, 1999; Jellinek and Manga, 2002;496
Bourdon and Caro, 2007; Manga, 2010; Li et al., 2014). These studies are497
encouraging, and suggest that dense material can have long lifetimes (up to498
40 Gyr). However, more research is required to specifically examine the de-499
tails of the model discussed here to address the efficiency of overturn and the500
nature of compositional layers convecting and homogenizing post-overturn.501
Even without numerical models, insight into the stability of the EER502
after overturn can be gained using simple calculations. After overturn, the503
temperature of the compositionally dense EER is cooler than that of the504
overlying, compositionally lighter EDR mantle. Eventually this temperature505
profile will invert due to core heating and radioactive decay, allowing for506
convective heat loss as hot material near the core-mantle boundary becomes507
buoyant. However, if the material near the core-mantle boundary is so dense508
that, even heated, it will not overcome the overlying compositional density,509
it will not participate in mantle convection. The density of the EER, if510
heated to a temperature similar to that of the EDR, can then be calculated511
and compared to the overlying density. The temperature of the most dense512
layer in the EDR as a reference was chosen here because it is the most likely513
material to become more dense than the EER. Figure 4 shows the calculated514
results, and suggests entrainment of the top portion of the EER due to its515
low density contrast with the overlying EDR. Perhaps a more realistic mixing516
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scenario is one in which overturned cumulates above the most dense, enriched517
material slowly mixes into the overlying EDR while the deepest EER material518
remains isolated.519
The very bottom of the EER will likely melt from radiogenic heating,520
but because the melt will be more dense than its surroundings (Ohtani and521
Maeda, 2001; Stixrude and Karki, 2005; Mosenfelder et al., 2007), it will522
remain near the core-mantle boundary, consistent with seismologically ob-523
served partial melt in the D” (Williams and Garnero, 1996; Garnero, 2000;524
Berryman, 2000; Hernlund and Houser, 2008; Hier-Majumder, 2008). Based525
on high pressure experiments, Thomas et al. (2012) found that while a pyro-526
lite melt would not be dense enough to remain at the core-mantle boundary,527
a partial melt with a relatively high-iron liquid content would be gravita-528
tionally dense and stable. In our model, the liquids produced by partial529
melting of the iron and incompatible element enriched layers would certainly530
fall within the range of liquid compositions stable in the ultra low velocity531
zone (ULVZ), found as their Figure 10 in Thomas et al. (2012).532
Furthermore, the density of the EER in our models (10-20% greater than533
that of the EDR) is comparable to the density contrasts expected for the534
LLVSPs (a few percent (e.g., Garnero and McNamara, 2008)) and the ULVZ535
(10±5% (Rost et al., 2005)). While our model densities are slightly high if the536
EER is the entire set of LLVSPs, the error associated with the density of the537
final cumulates and liquids is likely the cause of this discrepancy. Also, the538
LLVSPs may be home to more compositions (e.g., enriched recycled crust,539
core-mantle chemical boundary layer) than enriched magma ocean cumulates540
(e.g., Deschamps et al., 2012; Peto et al., 2013).541
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4.3. Multiple partial magma oceans542
Giant impacts are a critical part of terrestrial planet formation, which543
suggests that the Earth likely experienced multiple full or partial magma544
oceans (e.g., Tucker and Mukhopadhyay, 2014). Regardless of timing, if a545
successive impact only partially melted the mantle, the magma ocean would546
again crystallize and overturn, producing cumulates with a range of Hf/W547
and Sm/Nd ratios shifted relative to previous events depending on both the548
extent of melting and the mass and composition of the impactor in the melt.549
If this event occurred during the lifetime of 182Hf, cumulates would have550
variable µ182W and µ142Nd, which would then either mix or remain isolated.551
If crystallization occurred after 182Hf was extinct, cumulates would only552
evolve isotopic variations in µ142Nd and not µ182W. The overturned, uniform553
µ182W partial-mantle would then need to gradually mix with µ182W-variable554
unremelted cumulates to explain early Earth variability. Interestingly, serial555
magma oceans could help explain µ182W-µ142Nd decoupling. Isotopic analy-556
ses of lunar rocks may suggest a late, successive impact; there is a range of557
reported µ142Nd consistent with expected partitioning behavior (i.e., KREEP558
has negative µ142Nd while low-titanium mare basalts have positive µ142Nd559
(Nyquist et al., 1995; Boyet and Carlson, 2007; Brandon et al., 2009) but560
no resolvable variation in µ182W (Touboul et al., 2009)). Additionally, some561
lunar formation models would likely lead to incomplete melting and mixing562
of the mantle (Solomatov, 2000; C´uk and Stewart, 2012), suggesting that a563
late giant impact would therefore be consistent with the time window given564
by our model (Figure 3).565
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5. Conclusion566
It is possible to match seismic observations of the LLVSPs, early vari-567
able 142Nd and 182W measurements, and the 142Nd difference between the568
accessible Earth and average ordinary chondrites utilizing the magma ocean569
reservoir hypothesis (Carlson and Boyet, 2008) constrained by the 147Sm-570
143Nd system, and a known set of Sm, Nd, Hf, and W partition coefficients.571
Our results also indicate that an unmixed EER-EDR scenario (i.e., early572
Earth isotopic variability was generated by very early partial melting) or a573
fully-mixed EDR-EER scenario (i.e., terrestrial 142Nd was produced by nu-574
cleosynthetic heterogeneity) are also viable models to explain, respectively,575
the remaining terrestrial deviation from chondritic 142Nd and early Earth576
142Nd and 182W variability.577
Both isotopic systems indicate that the most likely time to successfully578
explain all the isotopic measurements considered here is ∼40 Myr after Solar579
System formation, but this peak would shift earlier as more W is included in580
the initial bulk composition. Simulations that fail isotopically have calculated581
excess µ142Nd and µ182W Depleted Accessible Earth compositions too high582
to match modern observations, suggesting that magma ocean differentiation583
inevitably produces isotopic reservoirs; the challenge is damping their excess584
and depleted compositions. Short-lived isotopic systems suggest that mantle585
mixing was sluggish, incomplete, and heterogeneous during at least the first586
∼1.8 Ga of Earth history (Figure 1), and hint that negative µ182W anomalies587
could be preserved somewhere on Earth.588
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Figure 1 : Compilation of presently available short-lived radioisotopic signatures preserved in the rock record. If
reported, a location-based average isotopic anomaly is plotted. Otherwise, a dashed line is plotted to span the range of
data for a specific location.*The oldest Isua data are plotted slightly offset from the 3.8 Ga date to clearly distinguish
the data from the Nuvvuagittuq data. The oldest Isua data are from Willbold et al. (2011) and Caro et al. (2006)
because they report both µ142Nd and µ182W for the same Isua rock samples. However, the extended range reported by
many other studies in similar and nearby rocks (e.g. the oldest Istaq complex samples from Bennett et al. (2007)), up
to +20 ppm, is reflected in the grey shading of µ142Nd (the full compilation is given by Rizo et al. (2013). Data are
from Caro et al. (2006); Boyet and Carlson (2006); Bennett et al. (2007); Carlson and Boyet (2008); Willbold et al.
(2011); O’Neil et al. (2012); Rizo et al. (2012); Touboul et al. (2012, 2014); Puchtel et al. (2013); Rizo et al. (2013);
Debaille et al. (2013). Chondrite and eucrite range taken from Carlson and Boyet (2008). The 68 Myr half-life of
146Sm was used by (Rizo et al., 2013) to calculate a 3.3 Ga Lu-Hf / Sm-Nd age of Isua: young amphibolites (the
corresponding U-Pb age is 3.01 Ga). All other ages were determined using U-Pb, Pb-Pb, or Re-Os systematics. The
Nuvvuagittuq data are plotted using the zircon date.
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Table 1 : Magma ocean bulk composition in wt % unless noted otherwise. Major elements are from Hart and Zindler
(1986). Sm, Nd, and Hf are from McDonough and Sun (1995) and W is from Arevalo and McDonough (2008). H2O
and CO2 are not listed, but the code was run with 0.5% H2O and 0.1% CO2. Range of major element compositions of
late stage liquids (LSL) are reported with 1% - 5% interstitial liquid retained in cumulates. Trace element compositions
of late stage liquids are taken from all successful modified Monte Carlo simulations listed in Table 4.
SiO2 Al2O3 FeO MgO CaO Sm(ppm) Nd(ppm) Hf(ppm) W(ppb)
bulk magma ocean 46.6 4.1 7.6 38.3 3.2 0.41 1.25 0.28 13
90% LSL 41.9-42.4 2.6-2.9 22-23.4 28.8-29.4 3.3-3.4 0.30 - 3.3 1.6 - 10 0.12 - 2.2 53 - 126
95% LSL 37.5-38.6 3.0-3.5 31.9-34.8 19.8-21.1 4.9-5 0.39 - 6.0 2.4 - 19 0.063 - 4.3 97 - 253
98% LSL 30.6-32.4 3.4-4.4 45.5-48.8 6.9-7.6 10.2 0.41 - 14 3.8 - 44 0.025 - 11 215 - 652
99% LSL 26.5-30.2 3.2-4.9 47.5-52.8 3.1-4.1 13.2-14.4 0.41 - 18 4.3 - 57 0.018 - 14 279 - 886
no mixing EER, 2 vol%
















Density at 1 atm and solidus temperature (kg m-3)
Pre-overturnPost-overturn
Layer1: 95%per+5%mgw           
L2: 55%maj+45%g.ol            
L3: 55%b.ol+20%maj+25%cpx           
L4: 50%ol+20%cpx+20%opx+10%gar         
L5: 55%ol+20%opx+20%cpx+5%sp           
L6: 45%ol+25%opx+25%cpx+5%plag            
O5: L1+L4 = per+mgw+ol+cpx+opx+gar          
O4: L4+L2 = ol+cpx +opx+gar+maj+g.ol     
O3: L4 = ol+cpx+opx+gar         
O2: L4+L3 = ol+cpx+opx+gar+b.ol+maj+cpx         












Reservoir1          
R2          
R3          
R4          
R5          
Figure 2 : Density of the mantle pre- and post-overturn calculated at 1 atm and the solidus temperature; the density
of high pressure phases (perovskite, magnesiowustite, majorite, wadsleyite, ringwoodite) was recalculated for lower
pressure phases. After overturn, new layers (denoted as “O”) can be mixtures of old layers (denoted as “L”) based
on density, producing an azimuthally heterogeneous mantle. The possible EER regions discussed through the paper
are shown as R1 - R5. The post-overturn layers are then recalculated based on stable mineral assemblages, but are
compositionally the same as the mineralogy of the pre-overturn layers.
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Table 2 : Range of partition coefficients and ratios for Sm, Nd, Hf, W in mantle mineral phases that control the
isotopic composition of Earth reservoirs. This set of available data is used to reflect the viable parameter space for the
constrained Monte Carlo simulations. References refer to minimum and maximum values reported or all references
used to guide a guess.
Sm Range Nd Range Sm/Nd Range # of pairs References
olivine 0.00012 - 0.362 0.000029 - 0.355 0.66 - 8.3 31 Shimizu et al. (1982); Mibe et al. (2006); Larsen (1979); Adam
and Green (2006); McKay (1986)
wadsleyite 0 - 0.01 0 - 0.01 1 - 100 guess Mibe et al. (2006)
ringwoodite 0 - 0.01 0 - 0.01 1 - 100 guess
clinopyroxene 0.067 - 4.3 0.039 - 3.06 0.97 - 2.75 129 Salters and Longhi (1999); Nagasawa (1973); Shimizu (1980);
Fujimaki et al. (1984)
orthopyroxene 0.0016 - 0.064 0.00049 - 0.065 0.925 - 3.27 24 Kennedy et al. (1993)
garnet 0.053 - 1.1 0.016 - 0.73 0.94 - 7.39 56 Mibe et al. (2006); Hauri et al. (1994); Irving and Frey (1978);
McKENZIE and O’NIONS (1991); Green et al. (2000)
majorite 0.048 - 0.12 0.013 - 0.04 2.0 - 9.2 6 Walter et al. (2004); Corgne and Wood (2004); Corgne et al.
(2012)
plagioclase 0.009- 6.816 0.014 - 3.2 0.085 - 6.4 61 McKay et al. (1994); Bindeman et al. (1998); Dunn and Sen
(1994); Bindeman and Davis (2000)
spinel 0.01 - 0.18 0.01 - 0.24 0.75 - 1 2 Elkins et al. (2008); McKENZIE and O’NIONS (1991)
Mg-perovskite 0.04 - 0.16 0.015 - 0.08 1.5 - 3.12 12 Corgne et al. (2005); Liebske et al. (2005)
Ca-perovskite 8.4 - 23 6.7 - 18 1.19 - 1.28 6 Corgne et al. (2005)
Mg-wustite/periclase 0 - 0.01 0 - 0.01 1 - 50 guess Walter et al. (2004)
Hf Range W Range Hf/W Range # of pairs
olivine 0.0008 - 0.07 0.0001 - 0.07 1 - 40 3 Shearer (2003); Adam and Green (2006)
wadsleyite 0 - 0.01 0 - 0.01 1 - 100 guess Mibe et al. (2006)
ringwoodite 0 - 0.01 0 - 0.01 1 - 100 guess
clinopyroxene 0.04 - 6.27 0.00014 - 0.33 0.12 - 15675 18 Shearer (2003); Hill et al. (2000); Adam and Green (2006)
orthopyroxene 0.0111 - 0.15 0.00018 - 0.015 5.3 - 105 9 Klemme et al. (2006); Sun and Liang (2013); Shearer (2003)
garnet 0.06 - 0.52 0.0007 - 0.01 20 - 173 5 Adam and Green (2006); Shearer (2003)
majorite 0 - 0.3 0 - 0.1 1 - 50 guess Corgne et al. (2012)
plagioclase 0.064 - 0.27 0.062 - 0.25 0.18 - 2.25 7 Luhr et al. (1984); Lee (1997); Touboul et al. (2009)
spinel 0 - 1 0 - 0.1 1 - 50 guess Klemme et al. (2006)
Mg-perovskite 0 - 3 0 - 0.5 1 - 100 guess Corgne et al. (2005); Liebske et al. (2005); Touboul et al. (2012)
Ca-perovskite 0 - 3 0 - 3 0.5 - 50 guess Corgne et al. (2005); Corgne and Wood (2005); Touboul et al.
(2012)
Mg-wustite/periclase 0 - 0.01 0 - 0.01 1 - 50 guess
Table 3 : Isotopic requirements for successful Monte Carlo simulations. In the case of the mixing-absent model
variant, the EER = DAE and model constraints are given by the DAE. EDR = Early Depleted Reservoir, EER = Early
Enriched Reservoir, DAE = Depleted Accessible Earth
µ142Nd 143Nd µ182W µ182W µ182W
No Late Accretion Late Accretion Late Giant Impact
EDR ≥20±3.5 - ≥15±4.8 ≥15±4.8 ≥15±4.8
Bennett et al. (2007) Touboul et al. (2012) Touboul et al. (2012) Touboul et al. (2012)





Willbold et al. (2011) Halliday (2008)
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Table 4 : Summary of terrestrial magma ocean model results for the 15,000 Monte Carlo simulations. IL = interstitial
liquid percent, A = veneer model where LA = late accretion, NLA = no late accretion, LGI = late giant impact
(constraint in Table 3 includes additional late accretion), F = obvious failed simulations, S = isotopically successful
simulations, TW = successful timing window in Myr, TWP = peak of successful timing window in Myr, %STWP =
percent of isotopically successful simulations at the TWP (Figure 3), EDR = EDR isotopic compositional range of
successful simulations, EER = EER isotopic compositional range of successful simulations.
IL EER definition A t 1
2
(146Sm) % F % S TW TWP % STWP EDR EER
Hf-W µ182W µ182W
1% min LA - 83 100 32-67 45 13 10 - 161 -167 - 34
1% max LA - 83 100 32-66 45 14 10 - 836 -167 - 34
1% mixing-absent LA - 71 100 33-66 44 15 5-35 -178 - 33
5% min LA - 63 100 33-53 40 23 10 - 117 -170 - 34
5% max LA - 63 100 32-52 40 23 10 - 523 -170 - 34
5% mixing-absent LA - 54 100 33-53 40 23 5-35 -177-34
1% min NLA - 83 34 34-68 47 3 10 - 115 -169 - -16
1% max NLA - 83 36 34-67 46 3 10 - 688 -169 - -4
1% mixing-absent NLA - 71 66 34-67 43 7 -5 - 5 -179 - 4
5% min NLA - 63 39 36-54 43 5 10 - 69 -172 - -23
5% max NLA - 63 46 34-52 43 6 10 - 420 -172 - -3
5% mixing-absent NLA - 54 68 34-54 41 9 -5 - 5 -178 - 4
1% min LGI - 83 100 24-59 35 10 196 - 476 -147 - 231
1% max LGI - 83 100 24-57 35 10 196 - 1723 -147 - 231
1% mixing-absent LGI - 71 100 24-57 35 11 195-235 -165 - 233
5% min LGI - 63 100 24-45 31-32 16 195 - 383 -152 - 232
5% max LGI - 63 100 24-43 32 16 195 - 1140 -153 - 233
5% mixing-absent LGI - 54 100 24-44 32 16 195-235 -163 - 232
Sm-Nd µ142Nd µ142Nd
1% min - 68 32 2.6 1-67 10-40 0.8 17 - 42 -176 - -30
1% max - 68 32 6.8 1-97 40 5 17 - 122 -135 - -4
1% mixing-absent - 68 18 11 1-97 40 10 -5-5 -210 - 2
5% min - 68 20 1.3 1-47 10-30 0.3 17 - 25 -181 - -28
5% max - 68 20 11 1-96 40 8 17 - 105 -110 - -3
5% mixing-absent - 68 9 20 1-97 40 18 -5 - 5 -205 - 1
1% min - 103 32 2.0 1-77 1-40 0.8 17 - 34 -153 - -30
1% max - 103 32 6.4 1-100+ 37 5 17 - 114 -95 - -4
1% mixing-absent - 103 18 11 1-100+ 38 10 -5-5 -182 - 2
5% min - 103 20 0.8 1-47 1-30 0.3 17 - 25 -154 - -28
5% max - 103 20 11 1-100+ 37 8 17 - 105 -99 - -3
5% mixing-absent - 103 9 20 1-100+ 37 18 -5 - 5 -179 - 1
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Table 5 : Range of successful partition coefficients between all model variants for Sm, Nd, Hf, W for mantle mineral
phases that control the isotopic composition of Earth reservoirs.
Sm Nd Sm/Nd
minimum maximum minimum maximum minimum maximum
olivine 0.0000037 0.40 0.00000063 0.36 0.58 9.6
wadsleyite 0.00019 0.010 0.000026 0.0099 1.0 94
ringwoodite 0.000048 0.010 0.0000086 0.0097 1.0 100
clinopyroxene 0.065 4.8 0.040 3.1 0.90 2.7
othropyroxene 0.0016 0.069 0.00047 0.069 0.87 3.5
garnet 0.031 1.1 0.012 1.0 0.68 7.8
majorite 0.0080 0.16 0.00079 0.058 0.65 19
plagioclase 0.0051 9.1 0.014 3.7 0.037 10
spinel 0.00023 0.52 0.00017 0.70 0.25 1.5
Mg-perovskite 0.034 0.17 0.014 0.086 1.2 3.2
Ca-perovskite 0.6 27 0.51 22 1.2 1.3
Mg-wustite 0.00077 0.10 0.00014 0.099 1.0 50
Hf W Hf/W
minimum maximum minimum maximum minimum maximum
olivine 0.0000010 0.20 0.000000010 0.21 0.0032 110
wadsleyite 0.000096 0.010 0.0000072 0.010 1.0 95
ringwoodite 0.00011 0.010 0.0000063 0.0098 1.0 99
clinopyroxene 0.00067 9.4 0.00013 0.36 0.19 21000
othropyroxene 0.00098 0.29 0.00014 0.036 0.43 140
garnet 0.000035 0.94 0.00000022 0.010 3.4 210
majorite 0.0013 0.30 0.00067 0.10 1.0 50
plagioclase 0.0029 0.36 0.035 0.30 0.040 2.8
spinel 0.0043 1.0 0.00075 0.10 1.0 50
Mg-perovskite 0.032 2.0 0.0020 0.50 1.0 99
Ca-perovskite 0.020 3.0 0.0077 3.0 0.50 50
Mg-wustite 0.0011 0.10 0.00022 0.10 1.0 50
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Figure 3 : Successful simulations are sensitive to when the Earth differentiated. Abbreviations are given in Table 4.
The percentage of successful simulations also depends on the amount of interstitial liquid (indicated as 1% or 5%
IL, where IL = interstitial liquid) retained in cumulates, the mixing model (i.e. how the early enriched reservoir is
defined: min, max, or mixing-absent), and the half-life of 146Sm (indicated as 68 or 103 Myr). For both systems,
the peak extends to later times with lower percent interstitial liquid retained in cumulates. Both systems also show
little variation between mixing models (but the Sm-Nd is more sensitive) when the same IL% and either the same late
accretion scenario or same 146Sm half-life is assumed. A) Behavior of the Sm-Nd system. The shorter half-life causes
the curve to extend ∼10 Myr or more later. B) Behavior of the Hf-W system. The percentage is lowest for the case in
which the mantle µ182W was not drawdown by late accretion (NLA).
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max temp of max ρ EDR
Density decrease (kg/m3) in the EER required for 
convection, calculated by the ρEDR- ρEER 
R1=6 vol%          
R2          
R3          
R4          
no mixing EER, 2 vol%
R5=35 vol%          
Figure 4 : The shallowest potential enriched material is likely to be entrained and mixed when mantle convection
turns on, suggesting that the partial-mixing model is likely. The deepest enriched material is extremely dense, and
even melted, would not become buoyant (Mosenfelder et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2012, and references therein). How
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Example of the constrained Monte Carlo algorithm  
Given the set of Sm-Nd partition coefficients for olivine in Table 1, the algorithm 
predicts 15,000 partition coefficients as shown in Supplementary Figure 1.  
 
Supplementary Table  1 : Sm – Nd paired partition coefficients for olivine. PC = 
partition coefficient.  
Reference Sm PC Nd PC Sm/Nd PC 
Frey, 1969 0.003 0.004 0.75 
Shimizu et al., 1982 0.225 0.232 0.97 
Shimizu et al., 1982 0.362 0.352 1.03 
Shimizu et al., 1982 0.105 0.109 0.96 
Shimizu et al., 1982 0.126 0.126 1.00 
Mibe et al., 2006 0.00012 0.000029 4.14 
Adam and Green, 2006 0.001 0.0005 2.00 
Adam and Green, 2006 0.002 0.003 0.67 
McKay, 1986 0.00058 0.00007 8.29 
Fujimaki et al., 1984 0.0006 0.0003 2.00 
Fujimaki et al., 1984 0.0108 0.0096 1.13 
Fujimaki et al., 1984 0.0037 0.0023 1.61 
Fujimaki et al., 1984 0.0088 0.0046 1.91 
Fujimaki et al., 1984 0.0067 0.0069 0.97 
Foley and Jenner, 2004 0.0016 0.00023 6.96 
Kennedy et al., 1993 0.0011 0.00042 2.62 
Kennedy et al., 1993 0.00062 0.0002 3.10 
Kennedy et al., 1993 0.0023 0.0013 1.77 
Kennedy et al., 1993 0.0082 0.0062 1.32 
Larsen, 1979 0.318 0.355 0.90 
Larsen, 1979 0.12 0.11 1.09 
Larsen, 1979 0.087 0.085 1.02 
McKenzie and O’Nions, 1991 0.0013 0.001 1.30 
Nielsen et al., 1992 0.0011 0.0003 3.67 
Paster et al., 1974 0.006 0.008 0.75 




Supplementary Figure 1 : Constrained Monte Carlo partition coefficients given by the 
algorithm described in Section 2.2.2 for Sm and Nd in olivine.  The randomly chosen 





































































constrained Monte Carlo coefficients
partition coefficients given in S. Table 1
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Supplementary Table  2: Parameters use in radioactive decay calculations compiled 
from Carlson and Boyet, 2008, Kleine et al., 2009, Touboul et al., 2012, Kinoshita et al., 
2012, and references therein. 
	  
182W/184W standard 0.864863 
180Hf/184W CHUR 1.23 
182Hf t1/2  8.9 Myr 




144Sm/147Sm CHUR 0.20503 
147Sm/144Nd CHUR 0.19600 
142Nd/144Nd CHUR 1.1418194 
142Nd/144Nd standard 1.14184 
147Sm t1/2 106 Ga 




146Sm t1/2 68 Myr 
146Sm/144Sm CHUR 0.0094 
OR  
146Sm t1/2 103 Myr 
146Sm/144Sm CHUR 0.008 	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Supplementary Figure 2 : Sm/Nd ratio of solids pre and post overturn.  The thin black 
horizontal line denotes R5, or the maximum EER thickness.  This run, considered in the 
frame of the maximum EER, 5% interstitial liquid model varient using the shorter half-
life of 146Sm (68 Myr) is isotopically successful between 33 – 69 Myr.  The ranges in 
μ142Nd of the various reservoirs, depending on the timing of differentiation, are:  EDR = 
32 – 17 ppm, EER = -20 – 19 ppm, and the DAE =  -3 – 5 ppm.  The ε143Nd of the DAE 





Supplementary Figure 3 : Sm and Nd ppm in solids pre and post overturn for the same 
model as in Supplementary Figure 2.  The thin black horizontal line denotes R5, or the 




	  Supplementary Figure 4 : The 
Sm/Nd, Sm, and Nd partition 
coefficients and ratios of 
constrained-Monte Carlo 
simulations.  The successful runs 
span the full range, which is why the 
black runs are not always visible.   
The mineral abbreviations are the 
same as Figure 2. The partition 
coefficients chosen resemble the 
clustering of partition coefficients in 
the database, not the outliers or the 
absolute range. For example, the 
highest Sm in plagioclase is 6.8, but 
only 29 simulations out of 15,000 
reference that coefficient.  The thin 
grey line represents the partition 
coefficients used in the example in 
Supplementary Figures 2 and 3. 
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Supplementary Figure 5: The 
Hf/W, Hf, and W partition 
coefficients and ratios of 
constrained-Monte Carlo 
simulations.  The successful runs 
span the full range, which is why the 
black runs are not always visible.   
The mineral abbreviations are the 
same as Figure 2.  Notably, Hf 
cannot be too compatible (approx. > 
2), or else the depleted reservoir will 
have more Hf than the enriched 
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